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Abstract—Energy efficiency is a vital characteristic of any mobile application, and indeed is becoming an important factor for user satisfaction. For this reason, in recent years several approaches and tools for measuring the energy consumption of mobile devices have been proposed. Hardware-based solutions are highly precise, but at the same time they require costly hardware toolkits. Model-based techniques require a possibly difficult calibration of the parameters needed to correctly create a model on a specific hardware device. Finally, software-based solutions are easier to use, but they are possibly less precise than hardware-based solution. In this demo, we present PETrA, a novel software-based tool for measuring the energy consumption of Android apps. With respect to other tools, PETrA is compatible with all the smartphones with Android 5.0 or higher, not requiring any device specific energy profile. We also provide evidence that our tool is able to perform similarly to hardware-based solutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laptops, smartphones and tablets are becoming the most used devices for billions of users from all over the world [1], which rely on portable devices for running a number of mobile applications (i.e., apps) essential for their daily activities. Unfortunately, the utility of mobile apps and, more in general of mobile devices, is threatened by their energy efficiency [2]. To deal with energy related issues, the research community proposed several solutions which are mainly concerned with hardware efficiency (e.g., circuit efficiency [3]). However, recent findings have shown software to be a potential source of energy inefficiency for mobile apps (see e.g., [4]).

In this context, correctly measuring the energy consumption of mobile devices becomes an important step to identify energy leaks, i.e., portions of source code consuming too much energy. In the last five years, a number of approaches and tools for measuring energy consumption have been proposed. The vast majority of them can be classified as hardware-based, and rely on hardware toolkits to perform measurements. For instance, Hindle et al. devised GREENMINER [5], a hardware mining testbed based on an ARDUINO board with an INA219 chip [6]. Besides the extraction of the energy consumption of mobile devices, GREENMINER also provides a web application1 for (i) automating the testing of applications running on a device, and (ii) analyzing the results.

While hardware-based solutions are supposed to be more precise in their measurements, they require costly hardware devices. Consequently, researchers are trying to find alternatives to approximate the energy consumption. One good choice is represented by model-based approaches, which define mathematical functions to estimate the energy consumption of mobile apps on a given hardware device. For example, Zhang et al. [7] proposed POWERBOOTER, a technique for automated power model construction that relies on battery voltage sensors and knowledge of battery discharge behavior. It does not require external power meters. However, a not always easy-to-find calibration of the parameters of the model is essential to correctly estimate power consumption.

Finally, software-based approaches use only the system functionalities to estimate the power consumption, without constructing any specific model. For instance, Hao et al. proposed ELENS [8] a tool for fine-grained estimation of energy consumption at method, path or line-of-source level. It relies on a combination of program analysis and energy modeling and it produces visual feedback to help developers to better understand the application behavior.

Despite the fact that some techniques are showing good performance, there is a still lack of publicly available tools able to combine the cost-effectiveness of software and model-based tools and the reliability of hardware-based tools in order to quickly and efficiently measure energy consumption of mobile applications [9]. Moreover, most of these approaches are not easily usable in practice. For example, ELENS requires that a Software Environment Energy Profile (SEEP) is provided by the manufacturer of the specific Android device, but currently this scenario is not common although Hao et al. provide guidelines to develop a SEEP [8].

In this paper, we present a novel tool, coined PETrA (Power Estimation Tool for Android), able to measure the energy consumption of ANDROID apps relying on the tools and APIs provided with the publicly available Project Volta2. For this reason, PETrA is compatible with all the smartphones equipped with Android 5.0 or higher. Our tool provides estimations at the method level.

An empirical investigation that we have conducted to evaluate PETrA indicates similar performance to hardware-based solutions. In fact, the mean relative error with respect to the MONSON toolkit [10] is always lower than 0.05. Moreover, 95% of the estimation errors are within 5% of the actual values measured using the hardware-based toolkit.

Tool and Data Replication. The executable file and all the

1http://softwareprocess.es/static/GreenMining.html

2https://developer.android.com/about/versions/android-5.0.html
data used in the experiment are available on the PETRA replication package [11]. Moreover, a video of the tool at work is available at https://youtu.be/1rrFDMlBbI. The binaries and the data are released under the MIT license1.

II. PETRA: A POWER ESTIMATION TOOL FOR ANDROID APPLICATIONS

This Section reports the main characteristics of PETRA, as well as details about its architecture and inner-working.

A. Design Goals

Harman et al. [9] recently pointed out two main characteristics that should be met by an energy measurement tool, namely a (1) quick and (2) efficient estimation of the energy consumption. These two characteristics should contribute to the systematic use of such tools in the context of other processes (e.g., software testing [9]). For this reason, we designed PETRA in order to face these two challenges. Specifically, the characteristics of our tool can be summarized as follows:

- **Efficiency and Granularity.** PETRA is able to quickly estimate the energy consumed by an app at the method level. It is worth noting that this level of granularity allows the developer to calculate the energy estimations per test case. The tool does not require any human effort.

- **Hawthorne Effect and Impact of Sampling Frequency.** The technologies on which PETRA relies are an integral part of the core ANDROID OS and the instrumentation has little influence on the estimation process. In this way, it is possible to minimize the Hawthorne effect in which the measurements are affected by the measurement process [9]. Moreover, since the tool does not rely on hardware components, it does not suffer of the sampling frequency highlighted by Saborido et al. [12].

- **Specialized Hardware Requirements.** PETRA does not need any particular hardware and provides output results that can be easily analyzed.

B. PETRA’s inner workings

PETRA’s workflow can be observed in Figure 1. PETRA starts a pre-processing phase, which entails installing the app (step 1), cleaning the app cache and resetting the Android tools that PETRA needs in order to make the estimations (step 2). Such pre-processing phases are needed to create an adequate test environment not influenced by the previous app executions. Subsequently, in step 3 of Figure 1, it exercises the app using (i) ANDROID MONKEY tool4, or (ii) a ANDROID MONKEYRUNNER script5. ANDROID MONKEY generates pseudo-random streams of user events such as clicks, touches, or gestures, as well as a number of system-level events with the aim of performing stress-testing of the app under analysis. ANDROID MONKEYRUNNER is an API for controlling an Android device. It allows to write programs that install Android applications, run them while sending keystrokes, take screenshots of its user interface, and store screenshots on the workstation.

Afterwards, PETRA collects the data provided by the Android tools (step 4) and computes the energy consumed by the methods previously executed (step 5). At a high level, PETRA’s estimation works as follows: given a time window \( T_w \), we define a time frame \( T_\Delta \) as a smaller time unit in which none of the smartphone components changed its state. In each time frame \( T_\Delta \), PETRA extracts the state of each hardware component (e.g., CPU, WiFi, GPS) and the device voltage. Afterwards, it calculates the current intensity of the smartphone looking at the information contained in the Power profile file. Given current intensity, voltage, and time frame length PETRA calculates the energy consumed in Joule. The energy consumed by a method call is then calculated by summing up the energy consumed in each time frame \( T_\Delta \) in which the method call was active:

\[
J = \sum_{T_\Delta \in T_w} (I_\Delta \times V_\Delta \times T_\Delta)
\]

where \( J \) is the consumed energy in Joule, \( I_\Delta \) is the current intensity in Ampere, \( V_\Delta \) is the device voltage in Volt and \( T_\Delta \) is the length of the time frame in seconds. Further details are reported in the paper by Di Nucci et al. [13]. To perform the estimations, PETRA relies on some of the tools available from Project Volta6, which are responsible for handling the communication with the hardware components of the smartphone the app is running on. Specifically, we rely on dmtracedump7, Batterystats8, and Systrace9.

---

1https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT
2http://tinyurl.com/gvnxdd3
4http://tinyurl.com/lvj4lxq
5https://developer.android.com/studio/profile/battery-historian.html
7https://developer.android.com/studio/profile/battery-historian.html
Table: Average Consumption and Consumption Contributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Jules</th>
<th>Seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A2/V:0x02/Packages/Chooser/AndroidPacker</td>
<td>0.008142</td>
<td>0.003690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2/V:0x02/Packages/Chooser/AndroidPacker</td>
<td>0.012091</td>
<td>0.012130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2/V:0x02/Packages/Chooser/AndroidPacker</td>
<td>0.012091</td>
<td>0.012130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2/V:0x02/Packages/Chooser/AndroidPacker</td>
<td>0.014957</td>
<td>0.014990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2/V:0x02/Packages/Chooser/AndroidPacker</td>
<td>0.014957</td>
<td>0.014990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2/V:0x02/Packages/Chooser/AndroidPacker</td>
<td>0.014957</td>
<td>0.014990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2/V:0x02/Packages/Chooser/AndroidPacker</td>
<td>0.014957</td>
<td>0.014990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2/V:0x02/Packages/Chooser/AndroidPacker</td>
<td>0.014957</td>
<td>0.014990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2/V:0x02/Packages/Chooser/AndroidPacker</td>
<td>0.014957</td>
<td>0.014990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. PETRA at Work

Being a software-based approach, PETRA does not require any additional hardware equipment and, consequently, any strong experience in the setup of the test bed. Indeed, a developer interested in computing the energy consumption of her mobile applications with our tool simply needs to connect her smartphone and run the executable jar file via command line using the following command:

```
java -jar PETrA-1.0.jar
```

Subsequently, PETRA shows the configuration view. Using this window, the developer can customize PETRA with respect to (i) the location of the apk file, (ii) the ANDROID MONKEY options, (iii) the ANDROID MONKEYRUNNER script location, (iv) the number of times (i.e., runs) the energy measurements must be computed, (v) the location of the ANDROID SDK, and (vi) the location of the XML file containing the power profile of the device. Regarding the ANDROID MONKEY configuration it is possible to set the number of interactions (e.g., keystrokes, gestures) to send to the app and the time that must elapse between an interaction and the next one.

Once the input parameters have been configured and the Start Energy Estimation button is clicked, the process described in the previous section is executed. When the estimations have been computed, the Statistics button is enabled. This button allows the user to see the results of the computations though the table depicted in Figure 2. The table reports, for each method of the app under analysis, (i) its signature, (ii) the average Joules consumed during the tests, and (iii) the average time in which it was executed, expressed in seconds. Note that the methods are sortable by both Joules consumed and execution time. Moreover, the results can be filtered by using the field available in the top part of the view, thus, allowing the user to select methods having specific names or belonging to specific packages.

Additionally, the user can analyze the results of the top 5 energy-greedy methods by looking at the distribution of the energy estimations computed during the tests. In particular,
clicking on the Consumption Distribution tab of the window, a new view, depicted in Figure 3, is shown. To better study the energy consumption estimations, five box plots (i.e., one for each top 5 greedy method) are reported.

III. Evaluation

The ability of PETRA in providing correct estimations has been studied on a set of 54 mobile applications from the dataset provided by Linares-Vasquez et al. [14]. The applications were exercised using the same test data (e.g., Monkeyrunner scripts), previously used (included in the dataset). Due to space constraints, in this Section we summarize the main findings achieved in the empirical study [13]. Further details are reported in our replication package [11].

As done in other work [14], the experiment has been conducted using a LG Nexus 4. The goal was to analyze how close the estimations of PETRA were with respect to the ones provided by a hardware-based tool used in previous research [14], such as the MONSON toolkit [10]. To this aim, we compared the estimations of the two tools on 414,899 API calls belonging to the 321 APIs in terms of two widely known metrics, i.e., Mean Magnitude Relative Error (MMRE) [15] and PRED(x) [16].

It is worth noting that to isolate the behavior of an application being executed on the smartphone, we adopted a number of precautions. In particular, we disabled all the unnecessary apps and processes (e.g., Google Services) running on the phone to avoid race conditions. Then, we avoided asynchronous events, such as incoming messages or calls by removing the sim card from the phone. Finally, we held the phone steady to avoid energy measurements by sensors and WiFi signal changes.

The results show that the estimations produced by the tools are quite close to each other. Specifically:

- **Error Magnitude.** The average estimation error achieved using PETRA is 4% with respect to actual value computed using the MONSON toolkit. Moreover, 95% of the PETRA’s estimation errors are within 5% of the actual values.

- **Error Reasons.** A significant usage of the network capabilities or sensors negatively impacts the measurement error.

- **Error Type.** Most of the estimations are over-estimations (i.e., 89%). In the remaining cases, the use of sensors and network produces underestimations.

IV. Conclusion Remarks

In this demo, we presented PETRA, a software-based tool for the estimation of the energy consumption of Android apps at method level granularity. Unlike other tools proposed in the literature, it uses reliable tools coming from the Android Toolkit and does not exploit energy models that need to be calibrated. Moreover, it is publicly available. We also reported the main findings of the empirical study conducted to evaluate the correctness of the estimations of PETRA, which show that our tool performs similarly to the MONSOON toolkit. Our research agenda will focus on designing and developing new techniques that better estimate the energy consumption exploiting those components such as sensors and network. With this aim, we will work on providing more precise information on the state of components, exploring new Android tools (i.e., GPU Monitor and Network Monitor) and designing new services able to capture those components not analyzed by the Android tools, e.g., sensors.
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